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Details Lima announced today that it was awarded the prize of “Innovation Honoree”
at the 2015 CES Innovation Awards in two categories: Software and Mobile
Apps and Computer Accessories. Products entered into the CES Innovation
Awards are judged by a preeminent panel of independent industrial designers,
independent engineers and members of the trade media to honor outstanding
design and engineering in cutting edge consumer electronics products across
28 product categories.

Made up of a hardware adapter and a multi-platform app, Lima enables users
to have exactly the same files on their smartphone, computer and tablet
regardless of their OS or storage capacity. Lima’s app upgrades the filesystem
of your devices to change the way they manage your files. All your devices
store automatically your data at home, on a hard drive connected to the Lima
adapter. Because they all share the same storage, your devices now show
exactly the same files and folders.

The benefit for the user is having his entire digital life with him, on all of his
devices, without any constraints. Thanks to the direct integration of the
software into the OS, the user no longer needs to transfer his files or upload
them to the Cloud to access them on multiple devices.

Lima was originally launched on Kickstarter, where it achieved its funding goal
in only 12 hours and went on to raise over $1.2 million.

Lima will be on display at the 2015 International CES, which runs Jan. 6-9,
2015, in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Entries of the prestigious CES Innovation are evaluated on their engineering,
aesthetic and design qualities, intended use/function and user value, how the
design and innovation of the product directly compares to other products in the
marketplace and unique/novel features present.

Products chosen as CES Innovation Honorees reflect innovative design and
engineering in some of the most cutting edge tech products and services
coming to market.

Quotes Being rewarded at the CES Innovation Awards makes us proud of
everything we have accomplished and rewards all the years of
development that have made Lima what it is. The award stands for the
strength of our vision and for the innovation that Lima is bringing to the
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market of file storage. 
— Severin Marcombes, co-founder and CEO of Lima

About Lima

Lima is a revolutionary and innovative technology that consolidates all of your
content, enabling you to see the same files on all of your devices regardless
of operating system or device size. Composed of a smart hardware adapter
and a multi-platform app, Lima enables users to easily and seamlessly
access their entire digital library from all of their devices, wherever they are. 

For more information, visit http://www.meetlima.com and meet them
on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/MeetLima  and on
Twitter https://twitter.com/MeetLima
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